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First name				Cirsten Eggers
Last name				Awaja
Street					Skovvangsvej 168
City					Aarhus N
Zip code				8200

Mobile					0045 5018 5448 
					
Email address				Cirsten_eggers@msn.com

Date of birth				December 25th 1956
Place of birth				Friedrichstadt/Eider, Germany
Nationality				German

Native languages			Danish
					German 

I also speak				English
					

I also translate from			Dutch
					Norwegian
					Swedish



Work experience

1981 - now:				Freelance-translator, working for translation companies
 					and end-customers 

Education / Classes

August 1990 - July 1991:		Aarhus University, Denmark
					Finished my German studies
August 1987 - July 1990:		Aarhus University, Denmark
					Studied Chinese
August 1983 - July 1987:		Aarhus University, Denmark
					Studied German


What I have translated so far: 

In my translation work I’ve spread very wide over the years. My first assignment was to translate a religious book from the 18th century, written in gothic letters from German into modern Danish. Since then I’ve translated cook-books, gardening books, sewing books, knitting books, books about housework, even a book about the use of tin in and on houses. I’ve translated all kinds of PR-material and educational material, worked for Danish and German television, dental companies, for the biggest museum in town, the mayor’s office, organizations for human rights, the Danish state, artists, small and big companies, private customers and translation companies all over the world. The translations I’ve probably done most of, are manuals and users guides for computers and all kinds of storing devices and deep-freezing devices and subtitles for television. 
I translate from Dutch, English, German, Norwegian and Swedish into Danish.

About me:

My name is Cirsten Eggers. I am 57 years old, was born in Germany, lived in Denmark for 26, in Holland for almost 10 years and have now just moved back to Denmark.  

I am bilingual native Danish and German, went to Danish kindergarten and school in Germany and studied German at a university in Denmark.

I’ve worked as a translator since 1981; full-time, part-time, as an employee, in my own company and freelance. 

I am able to keep deadlines and work concentrated. 

My IQ is well over 140 and I am very flexible and fast at learning new routines. 

With kind regards


Cirsten Eggers

